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Women empowerment or empower the society through women!

Today, Emirati women are actively and efficiently working in all sorts of roles. These include space research, renewable 
energy, nuclear energy for peaceful use, manufacturing and launching satellites, aviation technology and other industries.
Sharjah Electricity and Water Authority (SEWA) celebrates the Emirati Women›s Day every year by launching a number 
of initiatives to develop women›s skills and empower them. SEWA provides an ideal working environment through 
the allocation of training programs outside and inside the country, activating the role of the Women›s Committee, 
and organizing lectures on topics of interest to women. Representation of women in SEWA’s Youth Council to develop 
policies and strategies to qualify and develop young women in all departments. We proudly say that there are +45 
female leaders part of SEWA’s staff, their strong presence in various economic, political and social responsibilities make 
them stand out from the crowd. 
I appreciate and acknowledge the effective role of women in developing society and building the UAE. This is why SEWA 
plays a key role in empowering women in the workplace, so that they empower and create a great impact to the society 
as a whole. We do this by providing our female staff with a positive and inspiring workplace, enabling them to achieve 
a healthy balance between their professional and personal lives. This gives them full confidence to achieve success, 
excellence and contribute in building the nation and preparing future generations. Women are a continuous source 
of giving, effectively contributing in the development of society, serving the nation and maximizing the achievements 
upholding the name of the UAE in all walks of life.
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Pink Caravan 
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Pink Caravan honours Zulal Water 
Department for sponsoring and 

supporting the Pink Caravan initiative 

ZULAL water department’s participation 
in Sharjah Energy Meet which was 

organized by SEWA  

 Convincing and negotiation skills 
course in ZULAL office 

Zulal support the 9th international 

scout gathering 

 ZULAL sponsored JSKA Karate championship 
which was hosted by Sharjah University 

“Alone, we can do so little; together, 
we can do so much.” , Brain 

blooming session at ZULAL water 
department 
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